Multiple cycles of global unfolding of GroEL-bound cyclophilin A evidenced by NMR.
GroE, the chaperonin system of Escherichia coli, prevents the aggregation of partially folded or misfolded proteins by complexing them in a form competent for subsequent folding to the native state. We examined the exchange of amide protons of cyclophilin A (CypA) interacting with GroEL, using NMR spectroscopy. We have applied labeling pulses in H2O to the deuterated GroEL-CypA-complex. When ATP and GroES were added after the labeling pulse, refolding of CypA could be accelerated to rates comparable to the amide proton exchange. This allowed the calculation of protection factors (PF) for the backbone amide protons in the GroEL-bound substrate protein. A set of highly protected protons in the native state (PF 10(5) to 10(7)) was observed to be much less protected (PF 10(2) to 10(4)) in complex with GroEL and, in contrast to the native structure, the protection factors were found to be quite uniform along the sequence suggesting that CypA with native-like structure undergoes multiple cycles of unfolding while bound to GroEL, which are faster than unfolding in free solution. Because of the small sequence dependence of the protection factors, unfolding must be global, and in this way the chaperone appears to resolve off-pathway intermediates and to support protein folding by annealing. Although in the complex with GroEL native-like states still predominate over globally unfolded states, this equilibrium is shifted 10(2) to 10(4)-fold toward the unfolded state when compared to CypA in free solution. Repeated global unfolding may be a key step in achieving a high yield of correctly folded proteins.